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Abstract

A singular countable noun in English normally requires a deter-
miner and they should agree in number. However, there is a type of
noun phrase, such as those thousand teachers, which does not conform
to this generalisation. As a subtype of singular countable noun thou-
sand requires a determiner, but the determiner has number agreement
with the head noun teachers. The standard HPSG treatment, in which
the determiner requirement and the determiner-noun agreement are
both represented in the spr specifications of the head noun, cannot
capture this special agreement pattern. Our analysis, in which the de-
terminer requirement and the determiner-noun agreement are disso-
ciated from each other, can provide a straightforward account of the
data.

1 Introduction

This paper addresses the issue of the syntactic relation between the deter-
miner and the noun in a noun phrase. Especially we will focus on the syntax
of singular countable nouns in English. The discussion will raise some fun-
damental questions about noun phrase syntax.

A singular countable noun in English is different from a plural countable
noun and an uncountable noun in that it normally requires a determiner.1

(1) a. I haven’t got *(a) pen.
b. There were cats in every room.
c. Her coat is made of pure wool. (Swan 2005:65-66)

The noun pen in (1a), which is a singular countable noun, requires a de-
terminer to combine with, and the determiner a satisfies this requirement.
A plural countable noun (1b) and an uncountable noun (1c), on the other
hand, can stand on their own without a determiner.

When a determiner combines with a countable noun, they should agree
in number.

(2) a. this book/*this books
b. these books/*these book (Huddleston & Pullum 2002:352)

†I would like to thank the participants at HEADLEX 2016, especially Mary Dalrymple,
Frank Van Eynde, John Payne and Nigel Vincent, for their feedback and discussions. I am
grateful to anonymous reviewers for their constructive and valuable comments. Thanks are
also due to Bob Borsley for his valuable comments on the earlier version of this paper. Any
shortcomings are my responsibility. This research was supported by the Japan Society for
the Promotion of Science (Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (C) 26370466).

1We follow Huddleston & Pullum (2002:355) in assuming that the term ‘determiner’
refers to the following expressions: determinatives (the tie), determiner phrases (almost every
tie), genitive NPs (my tie), plain NPs (what colour tie), PPs (over thirty ties).
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In the ungrammatical examples in (2) the noun and the determiner do not
agree in number.

The above observations lead to something like the following generalisa-
tion:

(3) A singular countable noun in English requires a determiner and they
should agree in number.

It is often assumed in HPSG that a determiner is a specifier of a head
noun (Pollard & Sag 1994, Sag et al. 2003, Kim 2004, Kim & Sells 2008). In
this assumption a singular count noun in English can be described as in (4).

(4)



head




noun

agr 1

[
num sg

]



spr ⟨
[

agr 1

]
⟩




(cf. Sag et al. (2003:107), Kim (2004:1114), Kim & Sells (2008:108))

(4) is a partial lexical description of a singular countable noun, stating that
the latter has a specifier which agrees with it in number. The feature head
encodes such information as is propagated from a head to a phrase, includ-
ing information about parts of speech. In (4) the value of this feature identi-
fies this expression as a noun. The value of the head feature includes the agr
(agreement) feature, whose value represents information about morpho-
syntactic properties of the expression. The num (number) value represents
the information about the grammatical number, and the sg value indicates
that the word is morpho-syntactically singular. The spr (specifier) feature
shows that this expression has a specifier and indicates what kind of speci-
fier it is.

Thus, the determiner requirement of a countable singular noun is en-
coded as a matter of valency. The boxed tag 1 means that the specifier has
the same agr value as the head noun, representing determiner-noun agree-
ment. (4) captures generalisation (3) and accounts for the unacceptability of
(1a) *(a) pen and (2) *this books/*these book: the former lacks a specifier and
the latter NPs do not show determiner-noun agreement.

It is possible to say that in the standard HPSG treatment of a singu-
lar countable noun in (4), the determiner requirement and the determiner-
noun agreement are both represented in the spr specifications of the head
noun.

In this paper we will first argue that the numeral quantifiers in (5), which
we argue to be subtypes of count nouns, cannot be captured by the standard
treatment in (4).

(5) a. those thousand teachers
(BYU-BNC2: GUR W_ac_polit_law_edu)

2Davies (2004–)
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b. these hundred women (BYU-BNC: FL5 S_brdcast_discussn)

Then we will argue that a satisfactory account of the data is possible within
the framework in which prenominal elements such as determiners and nu-
merals are non-heads selecting a head. In this approach the determiner re-
quirement and the determiner-noun agreement are dissociated from each
other (Van Eynde (2006), Allegranza (1998)).

Following Jackendoff (1977:126), we will assume that there are two va-
rieties of numeral quantifiers, which will be called ‘cardinals’ and ‘seminu-
merals’, respectively. Cardinals are numerals such as two and ten, which do
not require a determiner before them.

(6) (the/these/those) two (cats)

Seminumerals are words such as hundred, thousand, million, billion, trillion
and dozen, which should be preceded by a determiner.

(7) *(the/these/those/a) hundred (cats)

In this paper we will mainly focus on seminumerals, but cardinals are also
mentioned in comparison with seminumerals.

The organisation of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we will intro-
duce the data which are problematic for the standard HPSG treatment of
noun phrase syntax. In section 3 we will look at some possible analyses,
and we will argue that they include important weaknesses. Section 4 and 5
present our claim that the seminumerals are functors, and we will see how
it is able to account for the facts. In section 6 we will also look at some data
to which we can provide much the same explanation as seminumerals and
other data which are no problem to our analysis. In section 7 we will briefly
discuss some remaining issues. Section 8 is the conclusion.

2 Problems

Before pointing out the problems that the numerically quantified NPs in
(5) pose, we will show that seminumerals are subtypes of countable nouns.
First, like a singular countable noun as in (1a), the singular form of seminu-
merals needs a determiner in order to be grammatical.

(8) a. Today there are a dozen. (COCA3: 1992 MAG Ebony)
b. *Today there are dozen.

Second, like a plural countable noun as in (1b), the plural form of seminu-
merals does not require a determiner.

(9) There are dozens. (COCA: 1993 FIC Mov:Arcade)

3Corpus of Contemporary American English (Davies 2008–)
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These observations lead to a conclusion that seminumerals are subtypes of
countable nouns. We can thus expect that seminumerals in singular have
much the same lexical properties as (4).4

Given that seminumerals are subtypes of countable nouns with the basic
structure in (4), they might be analysed to have the following properties.

(10)



head




noun

agr 1

[
num sg

]

mod


head

[
noun

agr|num pl

]





spr ⟨
[

agr 1

]
⟩




Here it is assumed that a seminumeral has a specifier which agrees with it
and that it modifies a plural noun via the mod feature. In thousand teachers,
for example, a thousand is treated as an adjunct of teachers.

The NPs in (5), repeated below, pose challenges for (10).

(11) a. those thousand teachers
b. these hundred women [= (5)]

In the NPs in (11) the only possible determiner that can satisfy the deter-
miner requirement of the seminumeral is the one just before it: those in (11a)
and these in (11b).

(12) a. *(those) thousand teachers
b. *(these) hundred women

Since a seminumeral is a type of countable common noun, the singular form
requires a determiner. (12a) and (12b) show that the determiner is obliga-
tory. Since teachers and women are plural nouns, they do not require their
own determiner. We can conclude that the determiner is required by the
seminumeral (See also Hudson (2004:36)).

4However, seminumerals behave differently from typical countable nouns in the follow-
ing respects. First, they combine with a noun without any intermediate element such as a
preposition.

(i) a dozen (*of) cats
(ii) a pair *(of) cats

Second, seminumerals should be singular even when they combine with a numeral denoting
a number larger than one.

(iii) two hundred / *two hundreds
(iv) two cats / *two cat
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However, note that there is no number agreement between the deter-
miner and the seminumeral: the seminumeral is singular but the deter-
miner is plural. Instead, the determiner agrees with the plural noun after
the seminumeral.

(13) a. *those thousand teacher
b. *these hundred woman

It is clear, then, that the NPs in (5) do not have the properties in (10).5

3 Possible Analyses

One possible analysis would be to propose that the specifier agrees with the
plural noun that the seminumeral modifies, giving (14) in place of (10).

(14)



head




noun

agr
[

num sg
]

mod


head




noun

agr 1

[
num pl

]









spr ⟨
[

agr 1

]
⟩




However, examples like those in (15), where the determiners are singular,
pose a problem.

(15) a. that thousand pounds (BYU-BNC: KCX S_conv)
b. this hundred houses (BYU-BNC: J8G S_interview_oral_history)

The examples in (15) have singular determiners but have plural heads. Thus,
there is no number agreement between the specifier (that/this) and the head
noun (pounds/houses). Accordingly, we will not pursue this analysis.

Another possibility would be to propose that seminumerals are ‘weak
heads’ (Tseng 2002, Abeillé et al. 2006, Przepiórkowski 2013) or ‘transparent
heads’ (Flickinger 2008). With these mechanisms, it is possible to preserve

5Jackendoff (1977:133) assumes that the underlying structure of those dozen weeks is those
a dozen of weeks, where the plural determiner is in the specifier position of weeks and the
seminumeral has its own determiner a. (This underlying form undergoes a couple of trans-
formations (i.e. Pseudopartitive a-Deletion and Numeral of -Deletion) to obtain the surface
form.) Under these assumptions it is possible to avoid the problems discussed above: the
plural determiner agrees with the head noun because they are in the determiner-head rela-
tionship; the determiner requirement of the seminumeral is satisfied by its own underlying
determiner a. However, this analysis cannot accommodate the fact observed in (12a). (12a)
shows that the determiner is obligatory although teachers is a plural countable noun, which
normally does not require its own determiner. This casts doubt on the assumption that those
is the specifier of weeks.
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some important properties of their complement on the phrase. This prop-
agation of information from non-heads to phrases can account for the data
in (5) if we assume that seminumerals preserve the grammatical number of
the complement on the phrase.

However, examples like those in (15) pose a problem for analyses along
these lines too. In (15) the seminumeral has a singular determiner. The
seminumeral inherits the plural number from its complement and passes
it to the phrase. The plurality of the phrase does not match the singular
determiner. We conclude, then, that the weak/transparent head approach
is unsatisfactory.

4 Prenominal Elements as Functors

We will turn to an analysis which we think provides a satisfactory account
of the data. In this analysis determiners and seminumerals are functors:
non-heads which select the head.

In recent HPSG, a notion of functor has been introduced as an alterna-
tive to the dichotomy between modifiers and determiners (Van Eynde 2006,
Allegranza 1998). In languages such as Italian, the determiners and the ad-
jectives have the same morphological variation and the same patterns of
agreement.

(16) questa
this-sg.fm

bella
beautiful-sg.fm

bambina
child-sg.fm

[Italian]

‘this beautiful child’ (Van Eynde 2007:419)

The singular feminine determiner questa ‘this’ selects a singular feminine
nominal as does the singular feminine adjective bella ‘beautiful’. The di-
chotomy between modifiers and determiners does not capture such shared
properties. For this reason, prenominal elements, such as adjectives and
determiners, are uniformly treated as functors.

We will adopt the functor analysis of determiners and assume that sin-
gular determiners such as this have the following syntactic properties (Van
Eynde 2006).

(17) this:



head




determiner

agr 1

[
num sg

]

sel ⟨


head

[
noun

agr 1

]
⟩




mrk marked
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The information about selection is indicated by the sel (select) feature of
a non-head, which represents the constraints which a non-head daughter
imposes on the head daughter. The sel value of (17) shows that this word
selects a singular noun.

marking (mrk) indicates whether the expression involves a determiner
or it can stand alone without these elements. The mrk value is marked if the
expression contains a determiner or it itself is a determiner, and unmarked
otherwise. Plural nouns and abstract nouns are [mrk bare] because they can
stand alone without a determiner. Singular countable nouns such as pen
and week have an incomplete value because they require a determiner

The agr value 1 [num sg] shared between this and its head noun means
determiner-noun agreement between them. The partial description of these
is the same as (17) except for the agr value: as a plural determiner, the value
is [num pl].

Singular countable nouns such as pen have the following syntactic prop-
erties.

(18) pen:


head

[
noun
agr|num sg

]

mrk incomplete




The num value of a singular noun is sg. The incomplete value of the mrk
feature indicates that a singular countable noun requires a determiner to
combine with.

A determiner and a nominal combine to form a head-functor phrase,
which is subject to the following constraint on head-functor-phrase (hd-funct-
ph) (Van Eynde 2006, Allegranza 1998).

(19) Constraint for head-functor phrase (Van Eynde 2006:164,166)

hd-funct-ph →




mrk 1

dtrs ⟨

mrk 1

sel ⟨ 2 ⟩


, 3

[
synsem 2

]
⟩

h-dtr 3




Constraint (19) states that in a head-functor phrase the non-head daughter
selects a head daughter, and the mrk value of the mother is identical to that
of the non-head daughter.

Let us consider how generalisation (3) is captured in this approach. (20)
shows how functor this combines with a singular countable noun.
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(20)



hd-funct-ph
head 3

mrk 2




XXXXXXXX

��������


head




determiner

agr 4

[
num sg

]

sel ⟨ 1 ⟩




mrk 2 marked




this

1




head 3




noun

agr 4

[
num sg

]



mrk incomplete




pen

The combination of this and pen is an instance of a head-functor phrase, in
which this selects the head noun and the mrk value marked is inherited to the
mother node. The agr|n value of pen is sg, indicating that it is a singular
nominal. The agr value 4 shared between this and its head noun means
determiner-noun agreement between them. The mrk feature of pen has a
value whose type is incomplete, which means that the word is incomplete on
its own, requiring some sort of determiner. The head value is propagated
from the head daughter to the mother node. This propagation is due to the
constraint on phrases of type headed-phrase (hd-ph), which is a supertype of
hd-funct-ph.

In this approach generalisation (3) is captured in terms of two separate
specifications. First, the determiner requirement of a singular countable
noun is represented by the incomplete value of the mrk feature of the head
nominal. Second, the determiner-noun agreement is represented by the
shared value of the agr|n feature between the determiner and the head
noun.

The difference between the head-functor analysis in (20) and the stan-
dard HPSG treatment in (4) can be summarised as follows. In standard
HPSG the determiner requirement and the determiner-noun agreement are
both represented in the spr specifications of the head noun. In the head-
functor analysis, on the other hand, the determiner-noun agreement and
the determiner requirement are dissociated from each other.

5 Seminumerals as Functors

Based on the earlier observations that seminumerals are subtypes of count-
able nouns (section 2), we propose that the singular form of a seminumeral
has the following syntactic properties.
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(21) hundred:



head




noun
agr|num sg

sel ⟨
[

head

[
noun

agr|num pl

]]
⟩




mrk incomplete




This lexical entry of a seminumeral is the same as that of a singular count-
able noun given in (18), except that it has a sel specification. The sel value in
(21) indicates that the seminumeral selects a plural noun. The mrk feature
of seminumerals has a value whose type is incomplete, which means that the
word is incomplete on its own, requiring some sort of determiner.

Our syntactic analysis of those thousand teachers is given in (22).

(22)



hd-funct-ph
head 2

mrk 6




XXXXXXXX

��������


head




determiner

agr 5

sel ⟨ 4 ⟩




mrk 6 marked




those

4




hd-funct-ph
head 2

mrk 3




PPPPPP

������


head




noun

agr|num sg

sel ⟨ 1 ⟩




mrk 3 incomplete




thousand

1


head 2

[
noun

agr 5
[

num pl
]
]

mrk bare




teachers

The combination of thousand and teachers is an instance of a head-functor
phrase. In (22) thousand as a functor daughter selects the head daughter
teachers, and the mrk value of the functor daughter is propagated to the
mother node. The mrk value is of type incomplete, which means that the ex-
pression is incomplete on its own, requiring some determiner. The pl value
of agr|n, which is propagated from teachers via the head feature, enables
this phrase to combine with the plural determiner those.

It should be noted that the determiner requirement of the seminumeral
is fully satisfied by the plural determiner. Agreement mismatch does not
occur, however, because the determiner and the seminumeral are not in the
determiner-head relationship. The determiner agrees with the plural noun
teachers via the agr|n feature.

Our approach can account for the agreement pattern with the verb when
the construction in question is a subject.
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(23) a. (...), and when he’s drunk those hundred things become a thou-
sand. (COCA: 2011 FIC Bk:AftertasteNovel)

b. (...) these thousand pages have been gathered, (...)
(COCA: 2011 FIC Bk:GreatCircleMayfield )

c. These dozen men have been close enough to hear them.
(COCA: 1995 MAG SportingNews)

As (22) shows, the head of the whole construction is the plural noun after
the seminumeral. The plurality of the head noun accounts for the plural
agreement with verb, illustrated by the examples in (23).

We can argue that examples like (24) also have structures like (22).

(24) a. all thousand stones (BNC: CAM W_fict_prose)
b. all hundred modifications (COCA: 2003 SPOK NPR_ATCW)

All requires a plural noun and in the examples in (24) the head nouns stones
and modifications satisfy this requirement, respectively.

Our functor analysis of seminumerals can give an account of the data in
(15), in which the seminumeral takes a singular determiner.

(25) a. that thousand pounds
b. this hundred houses [= (15)]

(26) is a structure we propose for (25b) this hundred houses.

(26)



hd-funct-ph
h 2

mrk 6




XXXXXXXXX

���������


hd-funct-ph
h 3

mrk 6




aaaaaa

!!!!!!


h




det

agr 5

sel ⟨ 4 ⟩




mrk 6 marked




this

4




h 3




noun

agr 5
[

num sg
]

sel ⟨ 1 ⟩




mrk incomplete




hundred

1


h 2

[
noun

agr|num pl

]

mrk bare




houses

In this construction the seminumeral first combines with the determiner as
a head-functor phrase. The determiner should be singular because its head,
hundred, is [agr|n sg]. The sel value of hundred is inherited to the mother
node via the head feature. The phrase this hundred combines with the head
noun houses to form another head-functor phrase.
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The subject-verb agreement shown in (27) can be accounted for in terms
of the number of the head noun.6

(27) Let’s see what this hundred women make of the question, do men
hate women? (BYU-BNC: FL7 S_brdcast_discussn)

The head is the plural noun women in (27). This accounts for the plural
agreement with the verb.

The following NPs have much the same structure as (26).

(28) a. (...) a dozen men move back and forth, (...)
(BYU-BNC: G0F W_fict_prose)

b. In Bombay, for instance, every thousand people have only 0.1
hectares of open space – and this includes traffic islands.

(BYU-BNC: B7E W_non_ac_nat_science)

Determiners a and every only combine with a singular nominal. In (28) they
combine with the seminumeral which is a subtype of a singular common
noun. The resulting phrase combines with the head noun.

We have illustrated that our analysis can accommodate the data which
are problematic to the other analyses we discussed in section 3.

6 Further Data

We have argued that a seminumeral is a functor selecting a head and ac-
counted for the agreement between the determiner and the head noun. In
this section we will present some pieces of data which are closely related to
seminumerals.

6.1 Sort-nouns

The syntactic behaviour of seminumerals which we have seen so far is very
similar to the type of NP shown in (29).

(29) a. these sort of skills
b. those kind of pitch changes
c. these type of races (Keizer 2007:170)

6If the head noun of the subject is a measure noun, the plural subject combines with a
singular verb.

(i) Five pounds is/*are a lot of money. (Hudson 1999:174)

The singular verb in the following example can be accounted for along the same lines.

(ii) ..., but that thousand pounds is not a sum that the firm can afford to lose.
(BYU-BNC: EV1 W_fict_prose)
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We call the nouns sort, kind and type collectively as sort-nouns. The sort-
nouns are countable nouns, and those in (29) are singular. Note that they
are preceded by a plural determiner. As in the case of seminumerals, the
determiner requirement of the singular sort-noun is satisfied by the plural
determiner. The determiner agrees with the noun following of.

(30) a. *these sort of skill
b. *those kind of pitch change
c. *these type of race

Another similarity is that this construction causes plural agreement with
the verb.

(31) Well I’d actually expect that those sort of courses are/*is very uh
heavily subscribed uh, heavy just like these sort of problems are/*is
very hard to solve. (Keizer (2007:175); adapted from ICE-GB)

These similarities lead us to expect that the constructions in (29) have
much the same structure as (22). Maekawa (2015) argues that the NPs in
(29) have structures like the following .

(32)
[

hd-funct-ph

head 4

mrk 8

]

PPPPPPP

�������
head

[det

agr|n 5

sel 3

]

mrk 8 marked




these

3

[
hd-funct-ph

head 4

mrk 7

]

PPPPPP

������
head

[
noun

agr|n sg

sel 2

]

mrk 7 incomplete




sort

2

[
hd-funct-ph

head 4

mrk 6 of

]

HHHHH

�����
head

[
preposition

sel 1

]

mrk 6 of




of

1


head 4

[
noun

agr|n 5 pl

]

mrk bare




skills

Assuming that preposition of is a functor (Van Eynde 2005), the combina-
tion of the preposition and skills is a head-functor phrase, in which the for-
mer selects the latter. Preposition of has the mrk feature whose value is of.
This value is inherited from of to of skills. The sort-noun in this construction
is a functor with much the same properties as (21). As a functor, it selects
the of -marked phrase via the sel value 2 . In this head-functor phrase the
sort-noun is a non-head daughter, and the head-daughter is of skills. The
head value of the resulting phrase comes from the head daughter. The pl
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value of agr|n, which is propagated from skills via the head feature, enables
this phrase to combine with the plural determiner these. The combination of
the determiner with the head nominal is also an instance of a head-functor
phrase, and the mrk value marked is inherited from these to these sort of skills.
The head of the whole construction is the plural noun after of, and this ex-
plains plural agreement with the verb.

Moreover, the determiner can also be singular but have plural agree-
ment with the verb.

(33) a. This kind of rankings have given ammunition to conservatives
(...) (COCA: 2001 NEWS CSMonitor)

b. (...) this type of women like to be around rich and powerful men.
(COCA: 2008 SPOK Fox_Gibson)

This fact can be captured along the same lines as (25), where the seminu-
meral takes a singular determiner but have a plural verb. The subject noun
phrases in (33) have structures like the following.

(34)
[

hd-funct-ph

head 7

mrk 9

]

XXXXXXXX

��������[
hd-funct-ph

head 4

mrk 9

]

HHHHH

�����
head

[det

agr|n 6 sg

sel 3

]

mrk 9 marked




this

3


head 4

[noun

agr|n 6

sel 2

]

mrk incomplete




kind

2

[
hd-funct-ph

head 7

mrk 8

]

HHHH
����

head

[
prep

sel 1

]

mrk 8 of




of

1


head 7

[
noun

agr|n pl

]

mrk bare




rankings

In (34) the sort-noun kind first combines with the determiner to form a head-
functor phrase. They have singular agreement because the head (sort) is
singular. The sel value of sort is inherited to the mother node because it is
a head feature. The phrase this sort combines with the of -marked phrase to
form another head-functor phrase. Like (32), the head of the whole phrase
is the head-daughter of the of phrase. This accounts for plural agreement
with the verb.

For more details of a head-functor analysis of these constructions, see
Maekawa (2015).

6.2 Cardinals

In this subsection we will turn to cardinals, which are another type of nu-
meral exemplified by words like three and ten. We will argue that the dif-
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ference between seminumerals and cardinals is small and most part of the
analysis given to seminumerals can be applied to cardinals as well.

Seminumerals and cardinals differ only in that the former require a de-
terminer but the latter need not have one.

(35) a. *(the) hundred weeks
b. (the) three weeks

Cardinals can have much the same range of determiners as seminumerals.

(36) a. those three weeks
b. that three weeks
c. every three weeks
d. all three weeks (Jackendoff 1977:132)

(37) a. those thousand teachers [= (5a)]
b. that thousand pounds [= (25a)]
c. every thousand people [= (28b)]
d. all thousand stones [= (24a)]

Based on the above observations we can propose something like the fol-
lowing partial lexical description of a cardinal.

(38) three:



head




noun
agr|num sg

sel ⟨
[

head

[
noun

agr|num pl

]]
⟩




mrk bare




The sel value in (38) indicates that the cardinal selects a plural noun. The
mrk feature has a value whose type is bare, which means that a cardinal does
not require a determiner to be used in NP positions. This description of a
cardinal differs from that of seminumerals only in the specification of the
mrk value, which is bare for cardinals but incomplete for seminumerals. That
captures the differences shown in (35).

6.3 Plural Seminumerals

In this subsection we will have a look at plural seminumerals and compare
them with seminumerals in singular.

It is possible to say that plural seminumerals have quite different syntac-
tic properties from their singular counterparts. First, a plural seminumeral
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cannot select a plural noun, but instead they are followed by a prepositional
phrase headed by of.7

(39) a. hundreds *(of) cats
b. a hundred (*of) cats

Second, singular and plural seminumerals differ in the possibility of extrac-
tion, according to Kayne (2005:160).

(40) a. (?) What (else) does he have hundreds of?
b. *What (else) does he have a hundred? (Kayne 2005:160)

The above data show that a plural seminumeral can allow extraction of the
noun after of, but it is impossible to extract a noun after the singular seminu-
meral.

Based on these observations, we can argue that the partial lexical de-
scription of a plural seminumeral is something like the following.

(41) hundreds:


head




noun
agr|num pl

comp ⟨




[
head

[
preposition

form of

]]
⟩




mrk bare




The comp value in (41) indicates that a plural seminumeral optionally takes
a prepositional phrase as its complement. The optionality of the PP is illus-
trated by the following example.

(42) Hailes-Valentine’s study required only 12 patients; others involve
hundreds. (COCA: 1990 NEWS USAToday)

The PP complement is constrained to have of as its head ([form of ]) (Sag
et al. 2003:316), which captures the (un)grammaticality of (39a).

The claims that of in this construction is a complement-taking preposi-
tion and that the of -phrase is a complement of the seminumeral account for
the extraction of the noun seen in (40a). We assume that the slash value of
argument-taking words is determined in terms of the slash values of their
arguments (Ginzburg & Sag 2001:168). This allows extraction of comple-
ments. Extraction is impossible in (40b) because the extracted element is
not an argument of the seminumeral: it is the head which the seminumeral
selects.

The mrk value of a plural seminumeral is bare, which means that the
word can occur in a sentence with or without a determiner.

7We postulate two lexical entries for of : a complement-taking preposition as in (39a) and
a functor preposition discussed in 6.1.
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(43) (these) hundreds / thousands / dozens of patients

7 Remaining Issues

We have given an analysis of the syntactic relation of seminumerals, deter-
miners and nouns in English, but there are some remaining issues.

One such issue is the spurious ambiguity that structures like (44) have.

(44) the hundred people

The determiner the is ambiguous and can be either singular or plural. The
NP in (44) has two analyses, which corresponds to (22) and (26), respec-
tively. In the former structure the seminumeral combines with the head
noun and the resulting phrase then combines with the. In the latter struc-
ture the seminumeral combines with the first. The determiner the causes
such an ambiguity, but it is not clear whether this results in any difference
in interpretation.

Another issue is how this analysis can be applied to similar construc-
tions in other languages. In Polish, for example, numerals show a compli-
cated behaviour concerning case and number. In the subject NP in (45) the
numeral is accusative and the noun is genitive. The determiner can be either
accusative or genitive. The verb is third person, singular and neutral.

(45) Te
these-pl,acc

/
/

Tych
these-pl,gen

tysia̧c
thousand-acc

osób
people-gen

już
already

przyszło.
came-3rd,sg,neut

[Polish]

‘The thousand people already came’ (Przepiórkowski 1999:195)

These issues should be left for future research.

8 Conclusion

Let us summarise the discussion. In English a singular countable noun nor-
mally requires a determiner and they should agree in number. It looks,
however, as if a seminumeral in examples like those thousand teachers does
not conform to this generalisation: it is a singular countable noun that re-
quires a determiner, but the determiner satisfying this requirement does not
agree with it. Instead, the determiner agrees with the noun following the
seminumeral. We argued that the functor treatment of seminumerals can
provide a satisfactory account of the data. We also suggested that examples
such as that thousand pounds, in which the singular determiner agrees with
the seminumeral, can be accommodated in our analysis.

In HPSG it has been normally assumed that the spr value represents
the constraints which the head imposes on the determiner, including both
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the determiner requirement of a singular countable noun and determiner-
noun agreement. In the head-functor analysis of determiner-noun relation,
however, the determiner requirement and determiner-noun agreement are
represented separately: the former is represented as the incomplete value
of the mrk feature of the head daughter, and the latter is encoded as part
of constraints which the determiner imposes on the head daughter. These
mechanisms interact to allow the plural determiner to satisfy the determiner
requirement of a singular seminumeral and to agree with the plural head
noun in examples like those thousand teachers.
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